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MATHEMATICS 
SOME THEOREMS ON PROJECTIVE AND CONFORMAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
BY 
KENTARO YANO AND TADASHI NAGANO 
(Communicated by Prof. J. A. ScHOUTEN at the meeting of October 27, 1956) 
§ 1. Let us consider a connected n-dimensional Riemannian space V 11 
with positive definite metric 1) 
(1.1) 
and suppose that the space V,. admits an infinitesimal projective trans-
formation defined by a vector field v". Then the Lie derivative of the 
Christoffel symbols {,:_.} with respect to v" should have the form 
(1.2) ; {11~} = p~'Al+p_.A~, 
p"' being a certain gradient vector field. 
It is well known that, for such a transformation, we have 2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
and 
£ 17. PI'_.= 17. 17~' PJ.-2p. P,.,_. -pi' P.;. -PJ. P.~' 
~ 
(1.7) £ 17"' P;;i" =- 2p"' P;;)."+A:, P;;;_e Pe-P;~~" p.-P;~~" p~'-P;;~" PJ. 
where 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
and 
(1.10) 
v 
P def 1 K JJA=- n-1 pJ. 
P•JJ-' def 17. PJJ_. -17,., P.J. 
P .. . ,. der x· .. ,. A" P A" P 
•I'-' - VJlA + • JlA- I' ... 
1) In this paper, we follow throughout the notations of J. A. ScHOUTEN: Ricci-
Calculus, (Springer, 1954). 
2) K. YANo: The theory of Lie derivatives and its applications. North-Holland 
Publishing Company, 1957. 
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that is, P;;;;," is Weyl's projective curvature tensor of V,., KfJ,. and x;;;" 
being Ricci tensor and curvature tensor respectively. 
We now assume that the infinitesimal projective transformation leaves 
invariant the covariant derivative of the projective curvature tensor 
(1.11) £ Vw P;;i" = 0. 
D 
By virtue of 
(1.12), 
we have, from (1.4} and (1.11), 
(n-2) P;;l p(! = 0 
and consequently, for n > 2, 
( 1.13) P ... (! -0 •fJJ. p(!- • 
Thus, on transvecting pw to (1.7}, we find 
(1.14) - 2pw Pw P;;)." = 0. 
The space being connected, we obtain from equation (1.14) 
Theorem 1.1. If a V,. (n>2) admits an infinitesimal non-affine 
projective transformation which leaves invariant the· covariant derivative of 
Weyl's projective curvature tensor, then the space is projectively Euclidean, 
and therefore, of constant curvature. 
Theorem 1. 2. If a V,. (n > 2) which is not of constant curvature 
admits an infinitesimal projective transformation which leaves invariant the 
covariant derivative of W eyl' s projective curvature tensor, then the trans-
formation is necessarily affine. 
If the covariant derivative of Weyl's projective curvature tensor 
vanishes 
(1.15) VwP;;? = 0, 
then the condition (1.11) is always satisfied. Since this is the case for a 
symmetric space, we have 
Theorem 1. 3. If a symmetric V,. (n> 2) admits an:infinitesimal non-
affine projective transformation, then the space is necessarily of constant 
curvature. 
Theorem 1.4. If a symmetric V,. (n>2) which is not of constant 
curvature admits an infinitesimal projective transformation, then the trans-
formation is necessarily affine. 
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It is well known that,3) 4) in a compact V,, an infinitesimal affine 
transformation is necessarily a motion. Thus from Theorem 1.4 we have 
Theorem 1.5. If a compact symmetric V,(n>2) which is not of 
constant curvature admits an infinitesimal projective transformation, then 
the transformation is necessarily a motion. 
§ 2. Let us suppose that the space V .. admits an infinitesimal conformal 
transformation defined by a vector field v". Then the Lie derivative of 
the fundamental metric tensor g "'- with respect to v" should have the 
form 
(2.1) 
cp being a certain scalar field. 
It is well known that, for such a transformation, we have 5) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and 
(2.7) 
where 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and 
(2.10) 
; {;;.}=A~ cp;. +A1 cp"-cp" g"" 
I 
n-2: L"" = V" cp,. 
£c;;t = o 
~ 
~: V. L"" = (n- 2) V. V" cp;.- 2cp. L";. -L." cp;.-L.i.cf>"+g." L)."cp, 
? +g.;. L~" cp, 
O ... ,.derx···, 1 (A"L• A"L L"" L"" ) vpi.- vpi.+n-2 v pJ.- • pJ.+ v gJJ,_- pgp)., 
that is, c;~;," is Weyl's conformal curvature tensor of V ... 
3 ) K. YANo and S. BocHNER: Curvature and Betti numbers (Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1953). 
4 ) We do not have to assume the orientability. See, B. KoSTANT: Holonm:ny 
and the Lie algebra of infinitesimal motions of a Riemannian manifold. Trans. 
Amer. Math. Soc., 80, 528-542, especially p. 538 (1955). 
5) K. YANO: loc. cit. 
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We now assume that the infinitesimal conformal transformation leaves 
invariant the covariant derivative of the conformal curvature tensor 
(2.11) £ v .. c;;.t" = o. 
v 
By virtue of 
we have, from (2.4) and (2.11), 
(n- 3) c;;;e r/>(! = 0 
and consequently for n > 3 
(2.13) 
Thus, on transvecting rp"' to (2. 7), we find 
(2.14) ' -2,~,."',~,. C"'"= 0 't' 't'ro vpl • 
From equation (2.14), we obtain 
Theorem 2. l. If a V, ( n > 3) admits an infinitesimal non-homo-
thetic 6 ) conformal transformation which leaves invariant the covariant deriva-
tive of Weyl's conformal curvature tensor, then the space is conformally 
Euclidean. 
Theorem 2.2. If a V, (n>3) which is not conformally Euclidean 
admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation which leaves invariant 
the covariant derivative of Weyl's conformal curvature tensor, then the 
transformation is necessarily homothetic. 
If the covariant derivative of Weyl's conformal curvature tensor 
vanishes 
(2.15) v .. c;;;." = o, 
then the condition (2.11) is always satisfied. Since this is the case for a 
symmetric space, we have 
Theorem 2.3.7) 8 ) If a symmetric space V, (n>3) admits an infini-
tesimal non-homothetic conformal transformation, then the space is conform-
ally Euclidean. 
Theorem 2.4. If a symmetric V, (n>3) which is not conformally 
Euclidean admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation, then the trans-
formation is necessarily homothetic. 
8 ) By a homothetic transformation, we mean a conformal transformation for 
which q, appearing in (2.1) is a constant. 
7 ) T. SUMITOMO: personal communication. 
8 ) If we stand on the finite and global point of view, the corresponding theorem is a. 
corollary to the more general theorem: If a homogeneous Riemannian space V, 
(n > 3) admits a non-isometric conformal transformation, then the space is con-
formally Euclidean. 
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Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can be slightly improved in the following way. 
Consider the Lie derivative of the scalar o•,.we O.p& with respect to v" 
which defines a conformal transformation, then we have 
(2.16) £ (Q•Ph<Qvp&) = -4cp0•Ph<Qvpi.>< 
" 
by virtue of £ gh< = - 2 cp gh< and £ o;;? = 0. 
~ . 
If the space is locally homogeneous (or symmetric), then ovph< o.,.we 
is a constant and consequently we have from (2.16): 
If 4> =I= 0 then o;;;,>< = 0, 
if o;;;,>< =I= 0 then cp = 0. 
Thus we have 
Theorem 2.5.9) If a locally homogeneous (or symmetric) space V,. 
(n > 3) admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation which is not a 
motion, then the space V,. is conformally Euclidean. 
Theorem 2.6. If a locally homogeneous (or symmetric) V,. (n>3) 
which is not conformally Euclidean admits an infinitesimal conformal 
transformation, then the transformation is necessarily a motion. 
An irreducible symmetric V,. is an Einstein space and if an Einstein 
space is conformally Euclidean, it is of constant curvature. Thus from 
Theorem 2.5 we have 
Theorem 2. 7. If an irreducible symmetric V, (n> 3) admits an 
infinitesimal conformal transformation which is not of a motion, then the 
space is necessarily of constant curvature. 
§ 3. We suppose that the V,. is an Einstein space with non-vanishing 
scalar curvature and that it admits an infinitesimal projective transformation 
defined by v". We have from (1.3}, 
(3.1} k £ gpi. = 17',.. p;. 
" by virtue of 
kdef _ K =/= O. 
n(n-1) 
Writing out equation (3.1}, we find 
from which 
(3.2) 
where 
(3.3) 1 W;. = V;.- 2k Pi.• 
9 ) Actually such a locally symmetric V,.(n > 3) is of constant curvature or 
the product of two spaces of constant curvature, with probable finite exceptions 
for n. 
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Equation (3.2) shows that W;. is a Killing vector. Consequently 
p;. = 2k (v;.-w;.) 
defines an infinitesimal projective transformation. Thus we have 
Theorem 3.1. If an Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar curva-
ture admits an infinitesimal projective transformation v", that is, if we 
have (1.2), then the vector v" is decomposed into 
(3.4) I v" = w"+2k p", 
where w" is a Killing vector and p" is a gradient vector defining an infini-
tesimal projective transformation. 
Since v. P'".=O for an Einstein space, we have from (1.6) 
(3.5) 
from which 
(3.6) 
Now, transvecting gp;. to (3.5), we find 
V.(g'";. V'" PJ.) = 2 (n+ I) kp •. 
Since p. is a gradient vector, putting p.=V.p, we find from the above 
equation, 
from which 
or 
(3.7) 
where p0 is a constant. 
On the other hand, from the theorem of Green 
I Vn g~"). v'" v). (! f2) da = I v)f (g"). v" VJ.f) +g'"). (Vpf) (VJ.f)] da = 0 
which is valid for a compact orientable space, we see that, if a function I 
satisfies gp;.V'" V J. I= rxf, where rx ~ 0, then I is a constant. 
Thus if k > 0, that is, if K < 0, then from (3. 7) we have 
p-p0 =constant, 
that is, p is a constant and consequently P;. = 0. This means following 
Theorem 3.1 that the infinitesimal projective transformation defined by 
v" is a motion. But in a compact Einstein space with negative scalar 
curvature, there does not exist a motion other than the identity 10). 
Thus we have 
lO) K. YANo and S. BocHNER: loc. cit. 
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Theorem 3.2. In a compact Einstein space with negative scalar 
curvature, there does not exist an infinitesimal projective transformation. 
Now equation (3.6) shows that the restricted homogeneous holonomy 
group of an Einstein space which has non-vanishing scalar curvature 
and which admits an infinitesimal non-affine projective transformation is the 
special orthogonal group SO(n ). Since the restricted homogeneous holonomy 
group of a Kahler space cannot be the special othogonal group, we have 
Theorem 3.3. A Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar 
curvature can not admit an infinitesimal non-affine projective transformation. 
Thus if a Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar curvature 
admits an infinitesimal projective transformation the transformation is 
necessarily affine. Thus we have 
Theorem 3.4. If a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing 
scalar curvature admits an infinitesimal projective transformation, the 
transformation is necessarily a motion. 
Since a motion in a compact Kahler space leaves invariant the complex 
structure, we have 
Theorem 3. 5. In a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing 
scalar curvature the largest connected group of projective transformations 
leaves invariant the complex structure. 
§ 4. We suppose that an Einstein space V, with non-vanishing scalar 
curvature admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation defined by 
V". We have from (2.3) 
(4.1) 
by virtue of 
1 
n-2 Lp;. =kg'";. k
def K 
=- 2n(n-1) 9'= 0· 
In exactly the same way as in § 3, we obtain 
Theorem 4.1. If an Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar curva-
ture admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation defined by v", that 
is, if we have (2.1), then the vector V" is decomposed into 
1 (4.2) v" = w"+ - ,~.., 2k 't' 
where w" is a Killing vector and cf>" is a gradient vector defining an infini-
tesimal conformal transformation. 
Since V.Lp;. = 0 for an Einstein space, we have from (2.6) 
v.v'" c/>;. = 2k cf>. g'").' 
from which 
(4.3) 
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Thus, in the same way as in § 3, we have 
Theorem 4.2. A Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar 
curvature cannot admit an infinitesimal non-homothetic conformal trans-
formation 11 ). 
Theorem 4.3. If a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing 
scalar curvature admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation, the 
transformation is necessarily a motion. 
Theorem 4. 4. In a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing 
scalar curvature, the largest connected group of conformal transformations 
leaves invariant the complex structwre 12). 
11) The authors have proved that a complete Einstein space (Kahlerian or not) 
which admits a global one·parameter group of conformal transformations must 
necessarily be a simply connected space of positive constant curvature. ' 
12) A. LICHNEROWICZ: Some problems on tranaformations of Riemannian and 
Kahlerian manifolds. Mimeographed Notes (Princeton, 1956). 
